
SubEther - The Decentralized Network

VISION

The vision of this concept is to give the user the tools needed to gain free and secure access to other 
users directly,  without the censoring/filtering centralized third party agent in matters like for 
example: Communications, Information, Knowledge, Trading, Services, Politics and Transport. 

SOLUTION

This goal can be achieved by making the tools available open source so that users can download all 
of it and host it on their own servers or just run it as an application on their phones. By being 
connected to the decentralized network it will be possible to get direct and secure access to others 
using these tools for matters described in the vision.

DEVELOPMENT

The further development of this tool will be possible through open source programmers dedicating 
their free time, crowd funding or other kind of community funding and premium licenses for 
companies that will further the development and maintain the quality of the product that will benefit
everyone using it, be it users using it for free or companies that use it in a for profit environment.

SUBETHER

The meaning of the name SubEther is that the fifth element Ether described as the force, energy or 
consciousness is expanding into a new unconquered reality a sub reality creating a new universe  
inside this reality, using this tool as a medium to gain access to the unlimited potential where 
imagination is the limit.

DECENTRALIZATION

Instead of everyone’s data being contained on huge central servers owned by a large organization, 
local servers (“nodes”) can be set up anywhere in the world. You choose which node to register with
- perhaps your local node - and seamlessly connect with the SubEther community worldwide.

FREEDOM

You can be whoever you want to be in SubEther. Unlike some networks, you don’t have to use your
real identity. You can interact with whomever you choose in whatever way you want. The only limit
is your imagination. SubEther is also Free Software for non profit use, giving you liberty to use it as
you wish.

PRIVACY

In SubEther you own your data. You do not sign over any rights to a corporation or other interest 
who could use it. With SubEther, your friends, your habits, and your content is your business ... not 
ours! In addition, you choose who sees what you share, using Permissions protected with strong 
encryption.
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